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presentation 176
reparations 178
scope 177–178
Special Fund 178–179
testimonies 179
women 176–177

government’s response to report 227
impartiality 169–170
impunity issue 170
mandate 169
operational aspects 172–173
peace agreement provisions for 224
prevention of repetition of violations

172
proposals for 166–167
public hearings

treatment of victims 171
reconciliation 171
and Special Court see Special Court in

Sierra Leone
stages of work 173
Truth and Reconciliation Commission

Act 2000 169–172
UN support 172–173

UN activity
Peace Building Commission 183
peacekeeping mission 164–165, 168,

172–173
reparations 182

victims
advocacy for 170
treatment at public hearings 170

violation of rights
prevention of repetition 172

women
Truth Commission Final Report

176–177
sources of law

application of 18–19
Special Court in Sierra Leone

advocacy for victims 227
approach to reparations and restitution

issues 184
children 114
establishment 113–114
reparations provisions 114–115
and Truth Commission
agreement between 174–175
coordination 175, 184
parallel existence 174

victims provisions 225
witness survey 114

Special Panels for Serious Crimes in East
Timor

advocacy for victims 227

discontinuance 113
effectiveness 112–113
establishment 111
legal basis 111
mandate 191
and Truth Commission
parallel existence 185, 189

victims provisions 225
witness protection 112

state immunity
erosion of 3
reference to 40–41

state practice see also specific jurisdictions
comparative analysis 224
compensation 17–18
development of international law 17
developments 8–9
disciplinary measures
sufficiency 48

funding for reparations 229
humanitarian law
ICRC study 22–23, 40, 126–127

legal norms contrasted 8–9
monitoring 35, 68, 128
national programmes see also specific

jurisdictions
establishment 224–225, 228

responses to truth commissions’ reports
227

scope of study 9–10
state responsibility

advances in concept of 1–2
affirmation of 29–30, 34–35, 47–48
Articles see Articles on State

Responsibility
compliance with human rights

jurisprudence see compliance by
states

as customary norm 18–28, 33
definition of 26–27
disappeared persons 48–49
focus on 4–5
force, indiscriminate use of 63
and human rights see human rights
liability
absolving of 33
affirmation of 140
arising of 26–27, 31
inability to fulfil obligations 37–38,

224–225
main issues 17–18
massacres 71–74
by omission 31
review of specific provisions 28
scope of study 9–10
study conclusions on 42–43
torture see torture
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Statute of the ICC see International
Criminal Court (ICC)

Sudan
Darfur conflict see Darfur conflict

survivors
use of term 14

torture see also Committee Against Torture;
Voluntary Fund for Victims of
Torture

information about, right to 49
medical assistance, right to 49
rape as 61
rulings as to 48–49
UN Special Rapporteur 38–39

transitional justice mechanisms see also ad
hoc Tribunals; hybrid courts; truth
commissions

case study analysis 137 see also casestudies
complementary role 134–135
implementation 133
research focus on reparations 134, 136
and restorative justice theory 119
scope of study 9–10, 131–139
specific jurisdictions see specific

jurisdictions
treaties

human rights see human rights
trust funds

creation of 10, 66, 105
ICC see International Criminal Court (ICC)
peace agreement provisions for 224
specific jurisdictions see specific

jurisdictions
truth

and justice 225
truth commissions

contributions by 224–228
mandates 224
operational requirements 135–136
peace agreement provisions for 224
purposes 135
reassessment of role 134–135
reports

as to criminal accountability 225
governments’ responses to 138, 227
identification of victims 224–225
impact 137–138

scope of study 9–10, 131–139
truth, disclosure of

as element of reparation 13

UN
advocacy for victims 6–7
and Darfur conflict see Darfur conflict
compliance measures 46–47
peacekeeping missions

activity see specific jurisdictions
expanded role of 132–133

Principles on Action to Combat Impunity
212

transitional initiatives see transitional
justice mechanisms

UN Charter
human rights provisions 18

UN Commission on Human Rights
Basic Principles see Basic Principles on the

Right to Reparation for Victims
UN Compensation Commission (UNCC)
claims

categorisation 141
levels of award 142
payment 141–142

establishment 140
funding 142–143
mandate 141, 142
operational aspects 139
overview 139–144
precedent setting 139, 140
relevance for study 139–140
significance of role 223
status 140
success 143–144

UN Human Rights office see Office of the
United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR)

UN Special Rapporteur on Torture
compliance measures by 46–47
support for Basic Principles 38–39

UN Transitional Administration in East
Timor (UNTAET) see East Timor

UN Voluntary Fund see Voluntary Fund for
Victims of Torture

victims
advocacy for

Darfur conflict 145
by truth commissions 170, 225,

227 see also specific jurisdictions
by UN 6–7
women 122

alternative terminology 14
children see children
claims see claims to reparation
concept of victim 14
consultation with 50
criminal law protection see criminal

law
definition of 102, 104–105
disappeared persons see disappeared

persons
family 75
humanitarian law protection 3
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identification in truth commission
reports 224–225

legal norms as to see legal norms
parents’ rights 61–62
participation in proceedings 103–104,

132
recognition as beneficiaries of

reparations 28–31
rehabilitation provisions 53
right to reparation see right to reparation
of sexual violence see rape; sexual

violence
‘survivor’ as alternative term 14
of torture see torture
trust funds see trust funds
truth commissions’ advocacy 170, 225,

227 see also specific jurisdictions
UN advocacy 6–7
use of term 14
victimology movement
impact 117–118
origins and development 117

women see women
violation of rights

amnesties 48
convergence of laws as to serious

violations 3
prevention of repetition see specific

jurisdictions

responsibility see individual
responsibility; state
responsibility

Voluntary Fund for Victims of Torture
activity 55
establishment 54–55
information exchange 108
mandate 54–55

war crimes
convergence of laws 5

witnesses
support for 94–95, 112

women
CEDAW reparations provisions 55
treatment of female victims
feminist critique 120–121

truth commission reports 176–177
women’s organisations
advocacy for victims 122

World Court for Human Rights
proposal for 57

Yugoslavia
Human Rights Chamber for Bosnia

Herzegovina 96–97
ICTY see International Criminal

Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia
(ICTY)
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